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Sight Word Matching

who

what

red

three

play

at

there

one

you

but

said

Directions: Read each sight word in the box. Cut out the sight words at the 
bottom of the page. Glue them beside the word that rhymes.
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sheaway

thatwhere run

PP/P Sight Words



they

were

take

Sight Word Matching

say

her

make

Directions: Read each sight word in the box. Cut out the sight words at the 
bottom of the page. Glue them beside the word that rhymes.
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soand

fromnow when

1st Grade Sight Words

come

know

how

hand

then



would

sing

need

Sight Word Matching

could

round

was

Directions: Read each sight word in the box. Cut out the sight words at the 
bottom of the page. Glue them beside the word that rhymes.
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readall

thingspell your

2nd Grade Sight Words

does

call

more

found

tell



full

great

through

Sight Word Matching

write

thingnew

Directions: Read each sight word in the box. Cut out the sight words at the 
bottom of the page. Glue them beside the word that rhymes.
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pullhere

eightbuy

run

3rd Grade Sight Words

light

try

bring

year

done
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